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Key events in developed markets next
week
After the sell-off in equities this week, investors are once again likely
to have their plates full with Super Tuesday, a Bank of
Canada meeting, and UK-EU trade talks kicking off 
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US: All lies on the Fed
The sell-off in risk assets on the back of intensifying coronavirus fears has added an extra
downside risk to US growth. We already knew that supply chains were facing disruption while
weaker demand from Asia was also going to be an issue. However, a sense that the US is
increasingly vulnerable to Covid-19 is leading to a re-appraisal of the economic outlook and what it
may mean for Federal Reserve policy.

So far the Fed is open-minded on the possible path ahead, but with the equity market sell-off
gaining momentum, prospects of a March rate cut are rising. We'll be watching the business
surveys (note we get both the manufacturing and non-manufacturing ISMs next week) for signs of
increased uncertainty. In fact, this coming week’s payrolls report is likely to be largely overlooked
given the heightened market tensions. Even if it is good – we expect a rather middling outcome –
markets are going to remain focused on the threat Covid-19 poses.

As for politics, we have already had three states decide and the self-described democratic socialist,
Bernie Sanders, has been the big winner so far. Super Tuesday is coming up on 3 March and this is
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when a further 14 states decide who they want to take on the fight with President Donald Trump.
These include big hitters like California and Texas and there is a sense that another strong
performance next week could see Bernie Sander build an unassailable lead over the alternatives
such as Mike Bloomberg and Joe Biden.

The issue for the Democrat party is that Sanders is seen as a polarising candidate. He has built a
significant following for his progressive policy mix including medicare for all. However, many in the
Democrat party worry that Bernie Sanders plans are too extreme and he could alienate many
centrist voters that are critical to defeating Donald Trump. Unless there is a rapid consolidation
around one of the centrist candidates it will likely be a Trump-Sanders showdown on 3 November.

UK: Trade talks kick off
Trade talks between the UK and the EU formally kick-off on Monday, although in reality there is
unlikely to be any movement from either side until much later in the year – certainly not until after
the June European Council meeting.

Don’t rule out the UK exiting the 11-month transition period at the end of 2020 without a free-
trade agreement in place. But equally, amid all the current vocal disagreement on fishing and
state aid rules, we think there is probably some wriggle room and we suspect there is still probably
a better-than-50% chance of a deal being struck later in the year. 

What fish can tell us about Brexit's next wave 

Canada: A cautious cut on the cards
This coming week’s Bank of Canada meeting is a much closer call than most would have thought
likely just two weeks ago. The economy had been rebounding again after some weakness while
the jobs market remains strong and inflation is broadly in line with the target, which all argue for
policy stability.

However, the financial market volatility seen in the wake of heightened Covid19 fears means that
the odds of a rate cut are rising. So far there has been a limited impact, but that is likely to change
as supply chains are increasingly strained by a lack of foreign components/parts and confidence
weakens as health worries arise. Additionally, there is a growing concern about the economic
implications for the demonstrations opposing the Coastal GasLink pipeline that have severely
impacted the country’s rail network.

The BoC has a reputation for moving early and occasionally providing surprises and we certainly
think they could choose to pre-emptively cut this coming week. After all, they have much more
room to offer support than most other developed markets, given their policy rate.

Eurozone: The past is the past
With corona developments, no doubt dominating markets again next week, backwards-looking
data will have to take a backseat. Eurozone inflation is unlikely to be spectacular this month,
merely confirming to the ECB the slow inflation environment ahead of the March meeting.

Unemployment could be good to keep an eye on as it gives a sense of whether labour market
tailwind continues to help eurozone consumption in times of material downside risks to the

https://think.ing.com/articles/brexit-eu-uk-next-steps-mackerel-fishing-pollock-tariffs/
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outlook.

Developed Markets Economic Calendar
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